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Short communication

An electronic load for testing photovoltaic panels
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Abstract

The characteristics of photovoltaic (PV) panels in the field conditions are to be obtained using a fast varying load. The paper presents a
simple electronic load for testing a set of PV panels using linear metal oxide field effect transistors (MOSFETs). The proposed test set up gives
the current versus voltage and power versus voltage characteristics of PV panels by quickly scanning the load. Design equations giving the
MOSFET rating, and gate voltage range for obtaining a specified portion of the PV panel characteristics are derived. With additional signal
processing, the maximum power available from the panels and the corresponding current and voltage values are also obtained. Experimental
waveforms obtained on the test circuit are presented.
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. Introduction

The current versus voltage (I–V) characteristics of PV
anels are used in the design of power converter systems
nd the efficient harvesting of solar power. The characteris-

ics of the PV panel under selected operating conditions are
rovided by the manufacturer and they are obtained under
ontrolled light/temperature conditions in a laboratory envi-
onment[1,2]. Because of the quickly and randomly varying
eld conditions, it is difficult to reproduce the characteristics
f individual or group of PV panels. To overcome the above
roblem, one has to vary the load (resistance) over the entire
ange in a very short time. In addition to theI–V characteris-
ic, there is a need to calculate the maximum power available
rom the panel(s) and the voltage and current corresponding
o the maximum power point (MPP). The linear MOSFET
an be used as an electronic load to test the PV panel[3]. The
otential advantage of the electronic load is the fast variation
scanning) of the equivalent load resistance. Commercial sys-
ems for testing PV panels under field conditions are available
ut they are computer controlled and are very expensive.

The paper describes a test circuit that uses a linear M
FET to obtain the current versus voltage and power ve
voltage characteristics of a PV panel or a group of PV
els. It is also possible to get the maximum power, and
values of voltage and current at which the power is m
mum. Design equations for the voltage, current, and p
ratings of the linear MOSFET and the range of gate vol
needed for testing a given panel are obtained. Experim
waveforms obtained on PV panels using the test circui
given.

2. Theoretical analysis

The power circuit of a PV panel loaded by a linear MO
FET M and a drain resistanceRD is shown inFig. 1. The
operating point of the MOSFET is determined by: (a)
characteristics of the PV panel, (b) the characteristics o
MOSFET, and (c) the circuit connection. All the voltages
current in the circuit can be determined by solving the e
tions representing the three groups. First the character
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 701 231 7365; fax: +1 701 231 8677.
E-mail address: subbaraya.yuvarajan@ndsu.edu (S. Yuvarajan).

of a MOSFET are described by[4]:

ID = KN(VGS − Vt)
2 for constant current region (1)
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Fig. 1. Basic power circuit.

ID = KN(2(VGS − Vt)VDS − V 2
DS) for ohmic region (2)

where KN is the device constant,Vt the threshold (gate)
voltage,VGS the gate-source voltage,VDS the drain-source
voltage, andID the drain current of the MOSFET. The approx-
imate equation for a PV panel can be written as

ID = IPV = ISC − IS eKVPV (3)

whereVPV is the voltage across the PV panel,IPV the output
current of the PV panel which is equal toID, ISC the short-
circuit current,IS the dark-saturation current of the PV panel
andK is a constant which depends on the temperature and
cell arrangement in the panel[5]. The series resistance of the
panelRS is neglected in Eq.(3) and the exact equation can be

found in [5]. The following equation can be written for the
circuit:

VPV = VDS + IDRD (4)

When the MOSFET is working in the constant current region
((VGS− Vt) < VDS), Eqs. (1), (3) and (4) hold. When the
MOSFET is working in the ohmic region ((VGS− Vt) > VDS),
Eqs.(2)–(4)hold. If the PV characteristic, the MOSFET char-
acteristics andRD are all given, the operating point of the
MOSFET is determined by the value ofVGS. By sweeping
VGSin the appropriate range, the operating point of the MOS-
FET can be changed, which also drives the operating point
of the PV panel to move along itsI–V characteristic curve.
This process is illustrated inFig. 2 which shows the load
curves (nonlinear) for the MOSFET drawn for different val-
ues ofRD and the characteristics of the MOSFET. The load
curve is obtained by combining Eqs.(3) and (4). While VGS
varies fromVGS1 to VGS2, the operating point of the MOS-
FET moves from Q1 to Q2, hence the characteristic of the PV
panel between Q1 (I1) and Q2 (I2) is traced.

It should be noted thatISC is equal toIPV (or ID) when
VPV = 0 and not whenVDS = 0. The value ofID whenVDS = 0
is denoted asIPVL, which is lower thanISC. WhenRD = 0, the
load curve becomes theI–V characteristic of the PV panel
w
o -
i
i
V

Fig. 2. MOSFET characte
ith VPV = VDS, andIPVL approachesISC. After locating the
perating point, say Q2, the value ofVPV is obtained by draw

ng a straight line with a slope−1/RD1 through Q2 as shown
n Fig. 2. The point at which this line intersects theX-axis is
PV.
ristics and load curves.
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WhenVGS is increased from 0 V, the MOSFET will stay
OFF until VGS exceeds the threshold voltageVt. After that,
the MOSFET will enter the constant current region and con-
tinue to work in that region until it reaches a point where
VGS= VGSL which is equal toVDS+Vt. The corresponding
value ofID is denoted asIDL. The values ofVGSL andIDL are
obtained by solving Eqs.(5) and (6)which are obtained by
substitutingVGS= VGSL in Eqs.(1) and (3)as

IDL = KNV 2
GSL (5)

IDL = ISC − IS eK(VGSL−Vt+IDLRD) (6)

For a givenRD, the maximum power dissipated by the MOS-
FET while loading the PV panel should be smaller than its
power rating. IfPM is the power dissipated by the MOSFET
at any operating point with a given value ofRD andPPV the
power supplied by the PV panel, then we have:

PM = PPV − I2
DRD (7)

ThenPM can be expressed as

PM = IPVVPV − I2
PVRD (8)

Substituting forIPV from (3) in (8), we get

PM = −RDI2
SC + ISCVPV + IS(2RDISC − VPV) eKVPV

2 2KVPV

T

P

P

(
w the
M lue
o for

the MOSFET can also be calculated. A higher value ofRD
reduces the power dissipated by the MOSFET but this will
limit the range of PV characteristic that can be covered by the
electronic load. After the value ofRD is determined, we need
to choose the range ofVGS that can cover a selected (signifi-
cant) portion of the PV panel characteristic. The variation of
the power supplied by the PV panel and the ones dissipated by
the MOSFET and the resistanceRD are shown inFig. 3. For
a givenRD, the lower limits onVPV andIPV are also shown
in the figure. Including the series resistance of the PV panel,
the output power will be slightly less and the power rating of
the MOSFET to be used will also be correspondingly lower.

The relationships between (a) the maximum gate volt-
ageVGSMAX and the corresponding panel currentIPV (ID)
(maximum) and panel voltageVPV (minimum) and (b) the
minimum gate voltageVGSMIN and the corresponding panel
currentIPV (ID) (minimum) and the panel voltageVPV (max-
imum) can be obtained as follows.

2.1. IPVMAX and VPVMIN

If VGSMAX < VGSL, IPVMAX will occur in the constant cur-
rent region of the MOSFET which gives:

IPVMAX = KN(VGSMAX − Vt)
2 (11)

V

[ ]

G m
(

n
o ons:

I

I

ower a
− RDIS e (9)

he derivative ofPM with respect toVPV is given by

′
M = ISC + IS(2KRDISC − 1 − KVPV) eKVPV

− 2KRDI2
S e2KVPV (10)

′
M = 0 whenPM is maximum (equal toPMMAX ). Equating

10) to zero and solving forVPV and substituting back in(9),
e get the maximum power that will be dissipated by
OSFET for a givenRD. Using the same process, the va
f RD that has to be used to provide enough protection

Fig. 3. Plot of PV p
PVMIN = 1

K
ln

ISC − KNI2
PVMAX

IS
(12)

ivenVGSMAX, the value ofIPVMAX can be calculated fro
11)and that ofVPVMIN is calculated from(12).

If VGSMAX ≥ VGSL, IPVMAX will occur in the ohmic regio
f the MOSFET and is described by the following equati

PVMAX = ISC − IS eK(VDSMIN+IPVMAX RD) (13)

PVMAX = KN[2(VGSMAX − Vt)VDSMIN − V 2
DSMIN] (14)

nd MOSFET power.
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Given the values ofRD andVGSMAX, the value ofIPVMAX
is calculated by solving(13) and (14). Using the value of
IPVMAX , the value ofVPVMIN is calculated from(12).

2.2. IPVMIN and VPVMAX

If VGSMIN ≥ Vt, IPVMIN will occur in the constant current
region of the MOSFET which gives

IPVMIN = KN(VGSMIN − Vt)
2 (15)

VPVMAX = 1

K
ln

[
ISC − KNI2

PVMIN

IS

]
(16)

If VGSMIN < Vt, the MOSFET will be in the cut-off region
giving IPVMIN = 0, andVPVMAX = VOC.

3. Determination of device parameters

The analysis of Section2 uses several parameters both of
the PV panel and the MOSFET. The parametersKN andVt
can be taken or calculated from the manufacturer’s data sheet
for the linear MOSFET.

The typical characteristics of a PV panel given by the man-
ufacturer usually include the following data measured under
t ,
I
( t
g lated
a

K

T

P

F

e

F

K

F
w

C

K

The value ofK can be calculated from(22). After getting the
value ofK, the value ofIS can be calculated as

IS = ISC − Imp

eKVmp
(23)

Oftentimes, a PV system will have a number of individual
solar panels connected in series and/or parallel. For a PV
system that hasm panels in series in a row andn rows in
parallel, the equivalent values ofISC, VOC, IS, andK are given
by: VOCtotal= mVOC; ISCtotal= nISC; Ktotal = K/m; IStotal= nIS
[5].

4. Calculation example

An electronic load with the linear MOSFET APL501J
is set up to test a PV array with five SX-120 solar pan-
els connected in series. From the datasheet of APL501J
[3], Vt = 2–4 V, ID = 43 A, VGS= 8 V and these data yield
KN = 1.8125–7.25 A V−2. In calculating the range of gate
voltage, the worst case value ofVt = 4 V is used.

For the PV array, the parameters are:ISC= 3.87 A;
VOC = 205.5 V;Vmp = 168.5 V,Imp = 3.56 A[6]. The values of
K andISare calculated from(22) and (23)as:K = 0.0682 V−1;
IS = 3.275�A.

Using the analysis of Section2, the following
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he standard reporting condition[6]: Vmp (voltage at MPP)
mp (current at MPP),ISC (short-circuit current), andVOC
open-circuit voltage). The values ofIS andK are usually no
iven by the manufacturer directly and they can be calcu
s follows.

Rewriting(3), we get:

VPV = ln

[
ISC − IPV

IS

]
(17)

he power output from the PV panel is given by

PV = VPVIPV (18)

rom(18), the following equation can be written:

KPPV = eKVPVIPV (19)

rom(17) and (19), the value ofKPPV is obtained as

PPV = IPV ln

[
ISC − IPV

IS

]
(20)

or getting the coordinates of the MPP,(20) is differentiated
ith respect toISC and equated to zero giving:

d(KPPV)

dI
= ln

(
ISC − IPV

IS

)
− IPV

ISC − IPV
= 0 (21)

ombining(17) and (21), we get:

Vmp = Imp

ISC − Imp
(22)
esults are obtained:VGSL = 5.1 V, VGSMAX = 5.2 V, and
MMAX = 476.71 W whenRD = 10�. With VGSvarying from
to 5.2 V,IPVMAX ≈ 3.87 A andVPVMIN ≈ 0 V.
This indicates that an electronic load system u

PL501J as the active element and a drain resist
D = 10� will be able to cover the wholeI–V characteris

ics of the PV array with aVGS varying from 0 to 5.2 V.

. Experimental set up and results

The block diagram of the test set up for the PV pan
hown inFig. 4. Circuit blocks for sensing and process
he output voltage and current of the PV panel are add
he power circuit ofFig. 1. The linear MOSFET is driven b
low frequency scan signal with an amplitude large eno

o cover the complete range of PV panel characteristic.
hreshold voltage of a MOSFET decreases almost line
s the junction temperature increases[7]. Hence, a sepa
ate feedback is added to the MOSFET in order to stab
he drain current. The feedback also protects the MOS
gainst overcurrent. Several MOSFETs can be operat
arallel to handle higher output current from an array w
everal PV panels[3]. Linear MOSFETs with voltage ratin
p to 1000 V and power rating up to 520 W are availa
s long as the total voltage of the series connected s

s less than 1000 V, a single linear MOSFET can be us
oad the string. Strings with higher voltage need more
ne MOSFET connected in series which might require a

ional equalizing network. The output voltage and curren
he PV panel (VPV and IPV) are sensed using the poten
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Fig. 4. Block diagram of PV testing unit.

divider (R1 andR2) and the sensing resistorRS respectively.
The outputs are fed to theX andY inputs of the oscilloscope
for displaying theI–V characteristic of the PV panel. The
values ofVOC andISC are obtained using two peak detectors
(Peak-Detector 1 and Peak-Detector 2)[8].

Fig. 5. Experimental current vs. voltage (I–V) characteristic of PV panel.

The signals representingVPV andIPV are multiplied using
a multiplier to get the instantaneous power output of the PV
panel. The power can be applied to a secondY channel of
the oscilloscope to display the power versus voltage charac-
teristic. During each cycle of variation of the gate signal, the

Fig. 6. Experimental power vs. voltage characteristic of PV panel.
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Fig. 7. Experimental waveforms of gate signal, PV current, voltage, and power.

power has two peaks, one during the increasing portion and
the other during the decreasing portion. A third peak detec-
tor is used to capture the peak powerPMAX . The coordinates
of the MPP are obtained by sampling the voltage and cur-
rent variables at the MPP and holding the signal. The output
of Peak-Detector 3 is used to obtain the necessary sampling
pulse for the sample/hold blocks S/H 1 and S/H 2. The details
of the electronic circuit are not given for want of space.

The 120 W PV panel was loaded using a linear MOSFET.
The tests were conducted in the month of January 2005 in
Fargo which has a latitude of about 45◦. The temperature was
around−10◦C and there was below-average illumination.
The experimental current versus voltage (I–V) characteris-
tic obtained is shown inFig. 5and the corresponding power
versus voltage characteristic is shown inFig. 6. The trace
obtained during flyback (voltage decreasing) almost coin-
cides with the trace obtained during forward travel (voltage
increasing). The maximum value obtained in our experiment
is around 110 W. The lower value is due to the reduced illumi-
nation. The mounting angle of the panels was also not set at
the optimum value. The experimental waveforms of the gate
voltage and those of the current, voltage, and power drawn
from the PV panel are shown inFig. 7.

6. Conclusions

enta-
t rves

as an electronically controlled load that moves the operating
point of the PV panel over the entireI–V characteristic. In
addition to the current versus voltage and power versus volt-
age characteristics, the circuit provides the values of the open
circuit voltage, short-circuit current, peak power, and the cor-
responding voltage and current. The ratings of the MOSFET
to be used in testing one or more panels in series/parallel
configurations are also calculated. The test set up is use-
ful in getting the characteristics of the PV panel in the field
conditions.
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